
ORLANDO YOUTH IN ACTION MOVEMENT  
 

13 ITEM ACTION AGENDA  
 
 
On Saturday, May 30th over 1000 young adults from around Central Florida marched 
from the Orange County Courthouse to City Hall to demand ACTION in the wake of the 
killing of George Floyd and other unarmed Black and Brown citizens across America. In a 
historic move, the youth of Orlando, FL organized their peaceful efforts into a 13 point 
plan that will be shared with the City of Orlando. Through tears and frustration and with 
the help of many grassroots organizations with boots on the ground,  the youth of 
Orlando were courageous and have forged their own destiny to bring about change in 
their community. This historic day will never be forgotten! Wasteful dialogue and empty 
promises will no longer quiet this new generation. Immediate action has been demanded 
and tangible results must be seen. With layers of trauma & confusion for lack of justice 
for people whose lives mattered, it’s time we meet & we seek action. 

THE TIME IS NOW TO SUPPORT BLACK CITIZENS & REPAIR OUR DIVIDED UNION.  
  
 

1) Community Review Board 
 
OYIA demands that the CRB be given full power to terminate officers and independently 
investigate all officers*(FOP). We demand that the CRB must fulfill 90% of all their meetings in a 
12 month period. The OYIA would like the CRB meeting time changed to Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
The OYIA would also like the CRB to have its own website with easy access to agendas, 
meeting times, board openings, research findings and recommendations regarding police 
reform. Community board members should be listed by name and photo with city email address. 
We also ask that city commissioners be given sole responsibility to appoint CRB members only, 
not politicians.  
 
 

2) Public Health 
 
The OYIA wants racism declared a public health crisis in the City of Orlando and a resolution 
enacted that supports the community efforts to heal from ongoing racism and health disparities 
caused by racism using a humanistic perspective. This resolution will act as a promise that all 
city commissionaire, the mayor, police chief, and city employees will review and carry out all city 
business, policies, and procedures upholding anti-racist principles at all times. The OYIA is 
asking for the City of Orlando to fund programs created by holistic agencies of color that 
address and provide ongoing care for PTSD due to systematic and institutionalized racism. The 
OYIA is also asking for the City of Orlando to fund ongoing programs that help all citizens 
become educated about their racism, prejudice, and to avoid the dangers of white supremacist 
organizations.  
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3) Job And Minority Business 
 
OYIA demands that the City of Orlando opens up a grant program specifically for Minority 
Owned Businesses. Grants should be categorically divided to provide financial assistance to 
agencies that provide services for MOB's during the business incubation process. Business 
start-up grants should be created and easily accessible for all qualifying MOB's within the City of 
Orlando. This will include matching infrastructure grants solely for MOB's within both 
communities of color and communities lacking minority owned businesses of color in and 
around the City of Orlando. Special attention should be given to minority owned tech companies 
within communities of color willing to train and employee 50% of their company staff with 
community residents. 
 

4) Police Recruits 
 
The OYIA are demanding that Orlando City Police Department update their hiring procedures to 
state that only college graduates will be acceptable candidates for hire and that their college 
transcript must include an Africana Studies and Humanities course as electives. We are asking 
that officers who are already on the police force receive cultural competency training specifically 
designed to increase proper community policing procedure. We demand a 4 week cultural 
competency course spending time studying black history, American rights to bear arms & 
neighborhood engagement. We are asking that police officers receive incentives to live in the 
community they serve and for OPD to reduce their hiring radius to only 5 miles outside the city 
limits. Also OYIA would like OPD mandatory psychological evaluation to include the Implicit 
Association Test (IAT) for new recruits and an updated evaluation with the assessment tool 
every 2 years. We demand that polygraph testing & background investigation be updated to 
spotlight cops who show racist or prejudiced backgrounds.  We demand police recruits be 
required 1500 Hours or more of training, from the 770 hours required now.  
 

5) Stand YOUR Ground  
 
The OYIA would like Orange County Sheriff John Mina to renew a campaign promise to fight for 
changes with Stand Your Ground in Florida, and commit to putting together a task force to 
provide data driven evidence from Orlando, FL that will examine what is positive and negative 
about the law, and submit those findings to our Governor to push forward for promise reform. 
 

6) The Youth Vote 
 
The OYIA demands that a citizen task force be assembled to review the decision of the 
Supervisor of Election to give 1.7 million to VR Systems when the Russians placed malware on 
all their equipment in 2016. The OYIA wants to ensure government money is being used on the 
most up to date voter technology. The OYIA also wants funding to cover increased early voting 
sites across the county, and for the newly appointed citizen task force to help Valencia College 
become a part of NASP and the Campus Vote Project. The OYIA wants Valencia Community 
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College to become a Voter Friendly Campus before the 2020 election, with the ability to develop 
a "culture of democratic engagement on campus," and allow all their campuses to become early 
voting sites. 
 

7) Excessive Force / No Knock Warrants 
 
The OYIA demands that the Orlando Police Department clearly define excessive force and de 
escalation techniques; making a public promise to employ de escalation technique at all times. 
Clearly defined rules for engagement need to be drafted into a tab on their website. All illegal 
arresting procedures that are against department regulation (ex: choke holds) need to be listed 
into 3 categories; physical contact arresting procedure, in custody booking procedure, innocent 
by-standards community on procedures (ex: high speed chases or public shootouts) that could 
injure the public. The OYIA calls for an immediate end to "no knock" warrants as a violation of 
the Fourth Amendment and a gateway for excessive force. The OYIA asks for a CRB to review 
all past executions of NKW for patterns of excessive force. The OYIA also asks that prosecutors 
relinquish their unappealable power to prosecute juveniles as adults. 
 

8) Hate Crime Law 
 
The OYIA demands that the Florida Hate Law be amended to be more comprehensive. The 
OYIA demands FHL include statues that cover crimes that occur because of "association with" 
and hate crimes that include "mixed motives''. The OYIA also wants the FHL to include children 
18 and under as a protective age class within the context of the FHL. This will in turn help to 
overlap and strengthen provision in many Florida public schools and while closing the gap to 
protect children within the general public. Also due to Florida's history regarding two well know 
massacres and hundreds of lynching and crimes against humanity committed against people of 
color, We ask that the Florida Hate Law include a lynching statute that covers both the general 
definition of lynching and the contemporary definition which includes an act of illegal perceived 
justice by a group that results in the illegal killing, assault, sodomy or rape of individual(s) by a 
group of 2 or more persons to preserve race or tradition. 
 

9) Organize Response 
 
The OYIA has decided that as a group of young adults that have witnessed numerous accounts 
of death and destruction at the hands of police. OYIA will have a citywide response that will 
encourage the youth of Orlando to respond to Orlando Police Department's excessive use of 
force each time it happens. There will be both an in person response if excessive force happens 
in public, a planned response if excessive force is reported by the media or the CRB. 
Irregardless of any finding from the CRB or independent investigation, if young tax paying 
citizens feel that a proper judgement was not rendered a public response by the youth will be 
organized. 
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10)  Know Your Rights 

 
The OYIA demands that the City of Orlando provides ongoing funding for KNOW YOUR 
RIGHTS workshops to be facilitated by non profit community agencies and legal advocates. The 
OYIA also demands that the City of Orlando create FREE Constitutional Right classes to renew 
the public's understanding of constitutional law in the implementation of those laws and rights 
within America on a national, state, county, and city level within all branches of government. We 
demand 2nd amendment awareness courses & public CCW classes encouraging black 
Americans to attend. Black Americans are exposed, undertrained & need to exercise their 2nd 
amendment rights. Education courses on gun safety, proper handling of a firearm & training for 
use of firearms independently is offered in the city. That includes CCW for strict self defense 
purposes. The corrections courts have stripped black people of their rights to bear arms due to 
prior offenses. 
 

11) Traffic Stops/Field Contact Procedure Protocol 
 
The OYIA demands the city of Orlando Police Department establish a strict protocol to follow for 
all traffic stops including red light infractions, speeding, tail light inspections & unsafe lane 
changes as follows; Officers have the right to award citations or not. If cited, citizens are given 
the ticket amount to be paid & released without further questioning or removal from the vehicle 
(Physical Contact Procedure). The use of excessive force on a simple traffic stop routine should 
only be last resort. Citizens with outstanding suspensions & warrants can be removed from 
vehicles, but not traffic violators. This protocol information must be published to the general 
public on the OPD & government websites. We demand the abolition of official/unofficial 
productivity goals an or/ quotas leading to unwarranted arrests. Proof of this violation leads to 
automatic suspension, then expulsion upon further violation.  
 
 

12)  Legalization/Decriminalization of Marijuana  
 
We demand the legalization & decriminalization of marijuana in the state of Florida. The 
legalization of marijuana for a rapidly growing number of Floridians and businesses means that 
marijuana odor, in and of itself, is no longer an indication of criminality in Florida & should no 
longer be probable cause to search vehicles. Black Americans have been wrongfully arrested & 
convicted for decades over the issue that is now being legalized & normalized abroad with new 
public perception.  
 

13)  End Qualified Immunity 
 

 The OYIA demands an end to qualified immunity for police officers protected by this law to 
commit acts of violence against citizens. Police officers are shielded by this law & manipulate it 
to their advantage to arrest citizens unlawfully. This pattern continues because police are 
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legally, politically, and culturally insulated from consequences for violating the rights of the 
people whom they have sworn to serve. We demand that “clearly established” requirements to 
convict police officers should be removed & each officer be investigated on a case by case 
basis. Qualified immunity has narrowed the situations in which police can be held accountable & 
citizens can receive relief for heinous violation of rights. We demand a restructure of OPD, law 
enforcement agencies and adopt practices that curtail abuses of power.  
 
 
 
The Equity Council Corp was on the ground along with many other non profit 
organizations to help provide direction and a voice to the OYIA. The ECC was chosen to 
transcribe a 13 Point Plan of Action. The ideas that were transcribed were the voice of the 
people and as an organization we support that voice. We will continue to help the youth 
of Orlando, FL to obtain and maintain their civil liberties and fight to end 
disenfranchisement in their communities. It’s important we empower the black men & 
women of this mission to seek proper change which translates to the communities in 
desperate need of revival. We must strengthen & govern in a new way. These items are 
designed to ensure real change comes to this community. We hope to be a shining 
example of what other cities across the nation can do for proper legislative change & 
mobilizing efforts. Let Orlando be the example set for all metropolitan areas to create 
lasting positive effects on black men & women in America.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
The Equity Council Corp, We The Future, Inc., Coalition For Access and Representation 
(CFAR), Let Your Voice Be Heard, Good For Life Organization.   
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